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RedXDefense is a complete solution
provider for defense against explosive
threats. We offer a suite of security
solutions for guest screening, vehicle
and package screening, and security
management.

N E W

RedX products are focused on
reducing operational burdens and
cost, and on creating a positive
user experience. These products
serve military, government, and
private sector customers with wideranging applications from intelligence
gathering to vehicle checkpoint
screening to high-throughput visitor
screening.
RedX’s innovative products and
technology promise to change
the way the industry approaches
security.
For more information visit:
www.redxdefense.com
7642 Standish Place
Rockville, MD 20855
Tel | 301.279.7970
Fax | 301.279.7973
www.redxdefense.com
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ADVANTAGES
• Preparation
−−Enforces site-specific
standardized procedures
and response plans

Security
Management
Software

−−Automatically adapts
security plans and
readiness to threat level

• Operational Awareness
−−Enables individual or multisite management through
a convenient dashboard
interface

Need to standardize and
automate your security
procedures for consistent
response to changing threat
scenarios?

Get started today with
RedEXPert Security
Management Software.

Simple,
Affordable,
Reliable.

−−Displays in-progress and
historic events

• Response
−−Guides personnel through
step-by-step responses
−−Incorporates response
plans specific to medical
emergencies, explosive
detection, mass casualties,
and more
Designed by security experts for security
managers, RedEXPert runs on your existing
computers and requires no large investment
or complicated infrastructure adjustments.
Simple to install, simple to use, RedEXPert
can fit the needs of security organizations
of any size.
The system provides standard security
procedures, step-by-step response plans,

automatic threat and readiness management
and monitoring all in an open and configurable
system.
With low ownership cost and powerful
features, RedEXPert offers better visibility,
accountability, preparation, and response,
providing you with a solid management
tool devoted to your Security Team.

• Resolution
−−Includes a detailed incident
resolution process, and
automatically generates
reports for records and
review

